
A
nother trip is behind

us, leaving memories

and photos of the 4H

Wagon Train. After all these

years the excitement at the be-

ginning and the relief at the

end does not change. This was

the 33rd year that found us on

the historical Barlow Trail.

Fortunately, we still have sec-

tions east of Mt. Hood we can

travel. This former toll road of

the Oregon Trail is still acces-

sible. Prior to this road, the

Oregon Trail ended at The

Dalles, Oregon. Travelers

were forced to take a danger-

ous raft trip on the mighty Co-

lumbia River into Oregon

City, Oregon.

The Pacific Northwest is

intertwined with the Oregon

Trail. Oregon, Washington, and Idaho have

trail history in our daily lives. We cannot

travel in these states without traveling por-

tions of the Oregon Trail. Many of us travel

paved portions or live near this section

daily. Interstates 84 and 86 follow close to

the original trail. If you continue on High-

way 30, in Idaho, you go into Wyoming

near the trail. In Oregon, the Barlow Trail

heads south of the Columbia River from

The Dalles towards current Highway 26.

This highway parallels the Barlow Trail into

Oregon City, Oregon. This is the original

capitol and destination for the pioneers.

Most of the trail is on private land or paved

over, near the population centers. On the

east side of Mt. Hood, where we traveled,

our venture began. 

This is not the first time on this trail for

our 4H Club. Sponsored by Washington

County Oregon Extension, the club started

in 1980. No one thought way back then that

this would continue and evolve over the

years. The first trip headed out with much

fanfare from the County Fairgrounds in

Hillsboro, Oregon. As the population grew

and the club reached out to other people, we

can no longer travel via the roads to our des-

tination. The original trip followed near the

Barlow Trail and over the top of Mt. Hood

on paved roads. Cars and wagons are not an

ideal situation, so we try to use Forest Serv-

ice roads where possible. In 2009, the club

was forced to go on the Barlow Trail when

forest fires canceled our trip in another area. 

Our 2013 trip originated at Rock Creek

Reservoir along the trail. This was the start

over Mt. Hood, for the pioneers. We had

twenty-five outriders, twenty-five walkers

and seven wagons or buggies. With support,

there were eighty-five on the trip. July 13th

we pulled out of staging. What a sight to be-

hold. We worked our way northwest along

the trail where it became the “real deal”.

Today, it is hard to imagine our forefathers

traveling this route. Oregon Trail history is

part of the 4th grade curriculum, so most of

the young people and adults can relate to

this journey. Add the amateur historians to

the group and Emigrant Springs, White

River Crossing, Devil’s Half Acre all come

to life from a wagon seat or saddle.

The journals speak of animals being

yoked or harnessed for days to contain

them. When you travel in the mountains it

is obvious there was little or no feed for

the animals. Water on this portion of trail

was not an issue. “Little Laurel Hill” is a

challenge to walk. We experienced Laurel

Hill from a wagon seat. You fight rocks,

logs and washouts up the hill.

Then slowly descend on the

other side with the same obsta-

cles. I can only imagine trying

this in the 1840s – 1860s using

block and tackle to move wag-

ons. When we hitch one hun-

dred year old wagons,

occasionally we test the limits

of equipment. Harness,

wheels, saddles all break

down. Our support group al-

ways comes to the rescue.

Our days begin with the

bugle at 6:00 a.m. We have the

usual breaking of camp each

day with animal feeding and

care. Later the animals are har-

nessed and saddled for starting

time of 9:00 a.m.  The pio-

neers started a bit earlier, but

our Grillmaster, Jerry Beamon

feeds the crew and we have happy pioneers

to start the day.

The wagon train leaves each day with

lunch on the trail. The goal is to be in our

next camp at 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. This allows

our support to catch up to the next campsite.

We would like to say we take all our gear in

the wagons but that is not feasible with this

large group. During the day we get to walk,

or ride in the wagons or horseback. We do

not allow phones (don’t work) or electron-

ics to interfere with the trip. As we pull into

camp, it is organized to allow picket lines

for the livestock and camping sites for the

group. It only takes a day or two of wet sad-

dle blankets or harness to get the livestock

into a routine.

This year we had a river crossing. It was

fortunate that we only had to do it once. The

early pioneers had to do this a number of

times up on Mt, Hood. We crossed at the

White River and it was fun to see the public

come to take pictures. It’s rare to see wag-

ons crossing a river except in the movies.

Those who have not done it on horseback

or in a wagon can find this “interesting”. If

you can get one animal or wagon across, we

find the other livestock will follow. If any-

thing, once it starts the animals are like

young people, they do not want to get out
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when it is hot. Riding in a wagon on these

rough crossings or terrain is fun only for a

short while. You realize quickly, it is easier

to walk than be thrown around riding in a

wagon. Besides more people in the wagon,

the less supplies they could haul. The Ore-

gon Trail was littered with goods individu-

als could no longer haul.

Camp is broken down into pioneer fam-

ilies i.e. Barlow, McLaughlin etc. These are

names that make up our early history. We

have a routine for breakfast and dinner with

all parties helping in camp chores. We fol-

low that routine each day except layover.

Experience has shown animals and people

do better if we rest an extra day half way

through the trip. We have games and in-

structions. It is fun to have a wheelwright

show his abilities or how to make a knife.

It is different each year when we have guest

speakers to talk of our history. We know

young people have a need for water activi-

ties. We try on layover to include that in our

trip. I am amazed at how much fun the

young people have playing games mule-

back (horseback for some). Anyone ever

been in a road apple relay? How about log

skidding or obstacle courses muleback (ok

horseback again)? The Dutch oven cooking

or homemade ice cream are layover treats.

It is a ritual for some of the younger old

people to have a Spam meal. Not all invited,

since our forefathers did not have that deli-

cacy! (Author’s opinion). Each evening we

have our family circle. This is the time the

next day’s schedule and responsibilities are

announced. We always conclude our meet-

ing with “Garbage” sung to the tune ‘Roll

on Wagons Roll On’. Wayne Beckwith has

a knack for putting person, place or thing to

pen; always humorous and regarded as

badge of honor to be featured. Wagon Train

would not be complete without “Garbage”

We concluded our trip with a prime rib

meal followed up with a talent show. Much

can be said for the pioneer entertainment.

All the music, dancing and entertainment

had to be created on the trail. The young 4H

members are great at making up our talent

show, all from what we brought from home.

It is a real treat to see the talent of our young

people. We eat well, not prime rib every

day, thanks to Jerry and his crew. Lots of

preplanning goes on to map this trip. The

members and adult staff work hard to pull

this off.

We are always looking for young people

to join our group. Competing with all the

other youth activates can be difficult. We as

leaders are responsible to keep these pio-

neer skills from being lost. In the era of

computers and iphones it is a thrill to see

young people harness a team, cook in a

Dutch oven, take charge of running our
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camp and even teach the “old people” new

skills. Great character building. So far, we

have kept the expenses down and even offer

scholarships to those individuals that write

history lessons for the group.

The 2014 trip begins with our monthly

meetings. This is followed by check out for

livestock and walkers. We share our skills

with the new people and hone up on ones

we know. The culmination is Tune-up Trek

on a weekend in June, then July 12-19, 2014

we leave on “Ochoco Odessy”. Wagons Ho!

The Oregon Trail has a lot of history that

can be found online. Much of the pioneer

skills can be found in journals and history

books. A lot of the skills, we found, can only

be discovered by hands on. Mitch Watson

will be our 2014 Wagon master. See us at

4H Wagon Train.com or Facebook 4-H

Wagon Train.

Neal McCool and Granddaughter, Sarah, team owned by them.
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Emily Myhre, Junior Wagon Master, 4-H

member with Beckwith mules.




